public participation, and international cooperation to achieve national capacity building. 5 Most notable for SDLP, however, was the Earth Summit's international acknowledgement and integration of the principle of sustainable development. 6 As the fundamental focus of this publication, sustainable development guides our every article. In this issue, we seek to examine both the Earth Summit's past successes and current opportunities for further progress at the upcoming Rio +20 conference. The articles herein look forward and back to identify ways in which this upcoming conference can serve its twin aims of fostering a green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication and building the institutional framework for sustainable development. 7 As nations prepare to re-convene this coming June 2012 at the Rio +20 conference, debate, discussion, and collaboration among the international environmental community will only increase. This issue of SDLP contributes to this dialogue with the sincere hope that it will aid in the further progress of sustainable development law and policy at the anticipated Rio +20 conference. 2 As burgeoning environmental lawyers and policy-makers at SDLP, however, it is similarly strange for us to think of a world without that momentous conference. After all, much of the progress and frameworks of modern environmental law rest on the shoulders of the Earth Summit.
The 1992 conference saw the Convention on Biological Diversity open for signature, marking an international structure to protect the planet's ecosystems, species, and genetic resources. 3 It also saw the inception of the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change and the consequential first steps toward the modern international climate regime. 4 Moreover, the Rio Declaration and its principles memorialized international acknowledgement of what have now become core tenants of environmental law, including the precautionary principle, the environmental impact assessment, the importance of editoRs' note 
